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Currently, server (host) virtualization technology that brings effective use of server resources to a datacenter is promising as cloud services are being prevalent with increasing traffic volumes and requirements for higher service quality. The proposed network TAP, named vTAP (Virtual Test Access Point), overcomes the problem that existing hardware TAP devices cannot be utilized for virtual network links in a virtualized server, and enables to monitor traffic among virtual machines (VMs) at a packet level. vTAP can be implemented by a virtual switch that gives network connectivity to VMs by switching packets over virtual network links. The port mirroring feature of a virtual switch can be a naive solution to provide packet level monitoring among VMs. However, using the feature in an environment that needs to treat large volume of network traffic with low delay such as NFV (Network Function Virtualization) incurs performance degradation
of packet switching capability of the switch and error-prone manual configuration. We provide design and implementation approaches to vTAP using Open vSwitch with DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) and an OpenFlow SDN (Software-Defined Networking) controller to overcome the problems. DPDK can accelerate overall packet processing operations needed in vTAP, and OpenFlow controller can provide a centralized and flexible way to apply and manage TAP policies in an SDN network. We also provide several performance comparisons of vTAP and the naive method.
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I. Introduction

Over the past decade, cloud computing has been widely used to support a variety of applications over the Internet. The key to the increased use of cloud computing has been the server virtualization technology that allows efficient use of computing resources in data centers as well as flexibility and agility to application deployment and management [1]. Major components of server virtualization are a hypervisor, virtual switch and virtual machines (VMs). Generally, current datacenters deploy them to each (commodity) server, and provide various business services that each of them is composed of several related applications that run across the VMs. In this environment, a lot of network traffic is generated simultaneously among VMs in the same host or VMs in different hosts to handle a service request quickly and efficiently. So, a proportion of this VM-to-VM (or East-West) traffic in datacenter traffic volumes is increasing rapidly.

As a software version of existing TAP devices, vTAP (Virtual Test Access Point) is to provide traffic visibility among VMs in a server virtualization environment. An existing TAP device is installed on a physical link between a server and a switch or between a switch and a router to duplicate packet signals and send them to a separate monitoring entity that aggregates packet copies from those TAP devices and monitors network states. A dedicated TAP device on each link requires additional cost but provides fast packet duplication capability. However, as moving toward to datacenter networks with server virtualization, hardware
TAPs cannot be used to monitor traffic among VMs in the same host because the traffic passes through virtual links via a virtual switch. The absence of TAP functionality means being difficult to monitor traffic at a packet level including packet analysis to satisfy QoS (Quality of Service) and security requirements. So, we have designed vTAP and implemented it based on an accelerated virtual switch to solve the problems.

With the evolution of SDN (Software-Defined Networking) \cite{2} and NFV (Network Function Virtualization) \cite{3} technology, telcos and cloud service providers are trying to reduce CAPEX and OPEX by replacing existing network functions that are vertically implemented in dedicated middleboxes with VNFs (Virtualized Network Functions) dynamically operating in VMs of their datacenter \cite{4}. vIMS (Virtual IP Multimedia Subsystem) and vEPC (Virtual Evolved Packet Core) \cite{5} are major use cases of SDN/NFV (Fig. 1.1).

![vEPC composition](image)

Figure 1.1: vEPC composition

Most of current EPC systems monitor their network by installing TAP devices in each physical link between EPC components (Fig. 1.2). To satisfy monitoring requirements in vEPCs, placing vTAP functionality on a virtual switch...
that connects VNFs such as vSGW (Virtual Serving Gateway) and vPGW (Virtual Packet Data Network Gateway) is a key component.

This thesis covers design and implementation of vTAP using Open vSwitch [6] with DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit) [7] and an OpenFlow SDN controller. Our vTAP spans both data plane and control plane of a network. The data plane function of vTAP performs packet processing including packet copy and forwarding according to TAP policies that are defined by the control plane of vTAP. The function is the same as hardware TAPs. To realize the function, port mirroring, or SPAN (Switched Port ANalyzer) [8], that is normally provided by current (virtual) switches can be a most simple and naive method. However, using the method in a virtual switch of a host server that implements NFV (e.g., vEPC and vIMS) results in significant performance degradation of VMs (VNFs) and packet switching in the virtual switch because the CPU-intensive port mir-
roring job uses the server’s CPU resources that are shared with the running VMs. So, instead of port mirroring, we used Open vSwitch with DPDK (OVS-DPDK) \cite{9} to implement a novel vTAP function that accelerates the data plane jobs and isolates the resource usage between vTAP and VMs. This thesis also provides performance comparisons of our vTAP and port mirroring, showing about 10 to 25 times throughput improvement in our implementation.

The control plane function of our vTAP has been designed to use the OpenFlow protocol and an SDN controller. We have implemented the control plane part as an SDN application that runs on top of an open source SDN controller - Open Network Operating System (ONOS) \cite{10}. ONOS provides useful information of data plane composition such as (virtual) switches, hosts and flow rules to our vTAP application where actual TAP policies are defined by users. To install flow rules that reflect the required TAP policies in OpenFlow switches, OpenFlow control messages are generated and sent from the application to the switches. This SDN-based implementation offers flexible and centralized management of TAP policies.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Section II presents background and related work of this thesis, and Section III describes design considerations of our vTAP. We provide implementation details in Section IV and performance evaluation results in Section V. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VI including future work.
II. Background and Related Work

2.1 Background

IXIA and Gigamon are two representative companies to provide commercial vTAP solutions that are usually part of their datacenter network monitoring solutions. The purpose of these vTAP solutions is to provide visibility of traffic among VMs especially in a server virtualization environment. IXIA vTAP modifies an OS kernel of a host server to realize its vTAP function. A monitoring process operating in the host server aggregates copied packets, and provides analysis reports on in-flight traffic among VMs [11]. On the other hand, Gigamon installs a vTAP agent in each VM where traffic going in/out of the VM is copied, and then the copies are sent to an external monitoring system through an overlay network [12]. These two solutions have different implementation approaches, but they feature high performance with their proprietary implementation. However, in terms of customers, there are difficulties of vendor dependency, maintenance and expandability due to the product’s exclusiveness. Whereas, our vTAP relies on open projects such as Open vSwitch (OVS), DPDK and ONOS that provide room for programmability and customization.

One of the major components of our vTAP is Open vSwitch. Besides its well-known features for various L2 switching functionalities, OVS is generally used as a virtual switch to provide internal and external network connectivity to
VMs in a server virtualization environment. With an upward trend of server and network virtualization in datacenter networks, interest about functionalities and performance of OVS is increasing. We used its port mirroring function for baseline measurement in evaluation and OpenFlow-based packet processing/switching functions.

DPDK is a data plane development framework including libraries for fast packet processing and drivers for DPDK-compatible network interface cards (NICs). It also supports EAL (Environment Abstraction Layer) to enable network applications to effectively use server’s resources, and developers to easily implement their DPDK-based applications (e.g., traffic generator). The most important thing of packet processing mechanism in DPDK is PMD (Poll Mode Driver) to allow network applications to directly fetch and push packets from/to server’s NICs, without intervention of the traditional Linux networking stack. This rapidly accelerates packet processing speed because it minimizes the number of context switchings and in-memory kernel-to-user packet copy that are frequently occurred by the traditional networking stack. DPDK also supports CPU affinity, multi-queue, hugepages and etc. in DPDK-compatible hardware NICs and virtual NICs.

In the overall design and implementation of our vTAP, it follows SDN (Software-Defined Networking) architecture. The major purpose of the SDN architecture is to separate data plane and control plane in a network. Over underlying data plane entities (switch, router), an SDN controller can enable the data plane entities to activate the actual packet processing operations that a target application needs.
Figure 2.1: SDN architecture

by exposing APIs for users to specify related policies in a flexible and centralized manner (Fig. 2.1). This concept or architecture may reduce CAPEX/OPEX especially in a large datacenter network. Our vTAP application deploys packet copy and forwarding operations to some parts of data plane according to TAP policies that users define.

For translation of a high-level policy to specific data plane operations, OpenFlow protocol is generally used as a defacto standard for implementation of SDN. An OpenFlow-enabled switch maintains a set of rules that each includes various match fields and action directives for incoming packets. These flow rules are made by OpenFlow Flow-mod messages from the connected OpenFlow (SDN) controller. Other types of OpenFlow messages that can be made by a switch such as flow statistics are sent to the connected controller or vice versa. The latest version of OpenFlow is 1.5.1 and is evolving with increasing number of match
fields to support various routing protocols, advanced features such as Group Table that we will cover in detail later, and etc.

Lastly, we use ONOS as an SDN controller where our vTAP application (control plane) is based on. ONOS is one of the most promising SDN controllers like ODL (OpenDaylight), targeting a carrier-grade SDN controller with rich functionality, stability and the distributed architecture for scalability. ONOS is made up of mainly the three layers: Application, Manager and Provider. Provider means SBIs (South Bound Interfaces) for communication with data plane entities. OpenFlow, NETCONF, LISP, and other protocol agents fall into this layer. Manager abstracts underlying network components into Java objects such as FlowRule, Device, Path and etc. It also manages distributed stores for synchronization of information between remote ONOS controllers. Application falls various SDN applications that can be implemented by APIs and Java objects that Manager provides to ONOS users.

2.2 Related Work

Overall, research on network monitoring using SDN and OpenFlow in data center networks has been much more active compared to research on vTAP itself. Planck [13] focuses on acceleration of traffic collection speed by using the port mirroring function of hardware OpenFlow switches. This work intentionally over-subscribes switch ports to gain sampling information of certain traffic flow, and analyzes it for network monitoring. NetAlytics [14] reduces overhead of real-time monitoring to data center servers by dynamically placing instances of Monitor,
Aggregator and Processor in servers in a way that balances network bandwidth and load. NetAlytics uses DPDK to increase packet processing performance, and OpenFlow flow rules to copy traffic flows, assuming SDN-based data center networks. These two systems utilize similar technologies such as DPDK and port/flow mirroring that our vTAP implementation is based on, but they focus on server-to-server traffic with assumption of using hardware OpenFlow switches. On the other hand, our vTAP is more focusing on acceleration of VM-to-VM traffic duplication in virtual switches, and flexible policy management of virtual switches.

NFVPerf [15] detects bottleneck points of NFV through online performance monitoring especially in OpenStack testbeds. Collection of traffic among VMs in the same host or different hosts is realized by port mirroring of Open vSwitch bridges, and collected data is sent to performance analyzer that detects bottleneck indications from throughput and delay measurement. Despite of its novel detection algorithm, the use of port mirroring limits performance of collecting packet data.

There is work focusing on performance of virtual switches and their virtual interfaces. Because performance of virtual data plane forwarding is a key issue for migrating existing services running in bare metal servers or middle boxes into VMs, comparing virtual forwarding technologies such as Open vSwitch, IP forwarding, Linux Bridge and DPDK vSwitch is important [16]. Studying various composition of virtual interfaces supported by virtual switches is also crucial to understand virtual NIC implementation trends. Current implementation
of DPDK-based virtual NIC (DPDK vhost-user) connected to a QEMU VM is mainly realized in user space on the host [17].
III. Design

Fig. 3.1 depicts the difference between a hardware TAP and a vTAP in a server virtualization environment. Hardware TAP still can be used for copying traffic going in and out of host machines, but we need vTAP to copy traffic among VMs especially in the same host over virtual links. A capture server (monitor) can be of a local entity like a VM in the same host, or external entity like a remote VM or probe box. So, vTAP also have to send copied packets to a remote entity according to configurations.

Figure 3.1: Physical (Hardware) TAP vs. Virtual TAP

The overall design of our vTAP integrating its data plane and control plane functionalities is shown in Fig. 3.2
Figure 3.2: Overall design architecture of the proposed vTAP
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3.1 vTAP Data Plane

We have chosen OVS-DPDK as a virtual switch that implements the vTAP functionality. OVS-DPDK is a re-implementation of the packet processing mechanism of Open vSwitch (OVS) in user space so that the revision can accelerate packet processing speed by using features that the DPDK framework provides (Fig. 3.3). OVS-DPDK can replace OVS that is generally used for a virtual switch in a virtualization environment such as OpenStack, because OVS-DPDK does not only maintain most of existing features and management interfaces such as OpenFlow and Open vSwitch Database Management Protocol (OVSDB), but also provides configurations of PMD, CPU affinity, hugepages in both DPDK-compatible hardware NICs and virtual NICs. In the use of OVS-DPDK for vTAP implementation, we have mainly used the following four features.

Memory pool

Using a dedicated memory pool for OVS-DPDK to create and manage queues and buffers.

Hugepage

Spawning a VM on hugepages previously allocated in and shared with host machines.

PMD thread

Assigning multiple PMD threads to dedicated CPU cores according to the size of the network.
CPU affinity

Pinning DPDK-related threads and vCPUs of VMs to the same or adjacent NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) node to make them utilize the locality of references in memory accesses.

OVS officially supports the DPDK-based virtual interface (DPDK vhost-user) to connect VMs created by a hypervisor and its instance running as DPDK mode (OVS-DPDK) since its 2.4 version release.

In the initialization stage of OVS-DPDK, it is possible to increase packet processing performance by pinning PMD and DPDK core threads of OVS-DPDK to dedicated CPU cores in a certain NUMA node to realize CPU affinity and use of memory locality. Some amount of 2MB or 1GB size unit of hugepages also
can be allocated for OVS-DPDK to realize zero-packet copy between kernel and user space, and reduce the number of TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffer) misses in the packet processing. In our work, if possible, we pinned PMD threads to the same NUMA node where vCPUs of VMs were pinned to maximize locality of memory references for packet processing between PMD threads and vCPUs over DPDK vhost-user interfaces. If a vCPU is operated in a different NUMA node with OVS-DPDK PMD threads, additional Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) and performance issues are introduced [18].

Now, general packet transmissions among VMs are realized by OVS-DPDK. Ordering packet copy jobs to a virtual switch can be simply implemented by inputing port mirroring commands or requests through the virtual switch’s CLI or proprietary protocols (if it supports). However, TAP policy management in this distributed manner is very exhausted and error-prone. So, we mentioned that our vTAP utilizes centralized and flexible management of SDN over OpenFlow protocol. To mediate the TAP management of the control plane and its realization in the data plane, we used OpenFlow Group Table. Group Table provides additional packet processing pipeline to the existing OpenFlow’s Flow Table mechanism. Group Table supports four types of packet processing: ALL, SELECT, INDIRECT and FAST-FAILOVER. We used ALL type Group Table that takes any packets received as input and duplicate it to be operated independently by each group bucket with different and distinct actions [19]. The input packet is copied up to the number of buckets.

The internal implementation of Group Table depends on a switch (including
OVS-DPDK) that supports OpenFlow 1.1 and above. Our vTAP needs a Group Table instance with two buckets per TAP policy. Packets of a traffic flow that are matched with desirable flow rules inserted by our vTAP application (control plane) for routing are sent to the Group Table instance as the corresponding action at first. Then, each packet is copied to both the bucket 1 and bucket 2. Bucket 1 treats the copy as an original production packet, so it just outputs the packet to an egress port to the destination. Whereas, bucket 2 sends the packet to an egress port to one of capture (monitor) servers. To route the copy of the input packet holding the MAC and IP address of the original destination, bucket 2 also rewrites the addresses to those of the target capture server. Then, the edge switch of the capture server has to recover the original MAC and IP addresses from the rewritten MAC and IP addresses when it receives the copied packets, and forward them to the capture server. These stateful actions per TAP policy are realized by two flow rules that are installed by vTAP application with global information about the SDN network; the first flow rule is deployed in the edge switch of the sender server for packet copy, routing and address rewriting, and the second rule is deployed in the edge switch of the capture server for address recovery.

3.2 vTAP Control Plane

For flexible and centralized management of TAP policies, we have implemented an SDN controller application that provides a graphical user interface for users to easily define TAP policies and translates the definitions into OpenFlow
messages for provision of related flow rules and Group Table instance in the data plane. We used ONOS as the SDN controller, since ONOS is one of the most promising carrier-grade SDN controllers similar to ODL (OpenDaylight), and ONOS offers useful controller APIs through various core services such as Device, Flow Rule, Group and other abstractions from the SDN concept and SBI (South Bound Interface). By using the references to the core services, developers can easily gain information of the underlying data plane, and effectively translate user requests from NBI (North Bound Interface) into desirable data plane provisions to realize their application purposes.

A TAP policy that can be specified in the application GUI is composed of a 6-tuple of identifier fields and 4-tuple of optional fields in the current vTAP (Fig. 3.4). Source MAC/IP addresses and Destination MAC/IP addresses identify a target sender VM and target receiver VM respectively. Monitor MAC/IP addresses identify a target capture machine (bare metal server or VM). By specifying only these identifier fields, all traffic flows among the sender and destination VM is transmitted, while the copy of packets of each flow are sent to the capture machine. Specifying the other optional fields means a fine-grained TAP policy definition that filters out interested certain traffic flows. Currently, VLAN ID, IP protocol type (TCP/UDP) and source/destination port numbers can be used for filtering, but wanted match fields are easily expandable using the OpenFlow field extension capability [20].

The pseudo code (Algorithm 1) describes the algorithm that fetches information from a given TAP policy and installs related flow rules for packet copy,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>00:00:00:00:00:01</td>
<td>10.0.0.1</td>
<td>00:00:00:00:00:02</td>
<td>10.0.0.2</td>
<td>00:00:00:00:00:03</td>
<td>10.0.0.3</td>
<td>6 (TCP)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>00:00:00:00:00:01</td>
<td>10.0.0.1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>00:00:00:00:00:04</td>
<td>10.0.0.4</td>
<td>17 (UDP)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.4: An example of TAP policy specifications

address rewriting (sender edge) and address recovery (monitor edge).
Algorithm 1: TAP Policy Apply

Require: Input ($policy$, $deviceSrv$, $hostSrv$, $topologySrv$)

1: $devices \leftarrow deviceSrv.getAll()$
2: for $device \in devices$ do
3:     $dstHost \leftarrow hostSrv.getHost(policy.getDstMac)$
4:     $dstDevice \leftarrow dstHost.getEdgeDevice()$
5:     $monHost \leftarrow hostSrv.getHost(policy.getMonMac)$
6:     $monDevice \leftarrow monHost.getEdgeDevice()$
7:     if $device \equiv dstDevice$ then
8:         $dstPath \leftarrow topologySrv.getPath(device, dstDevice)$
9:         $outPortToDstDev \leftarrow dstPath.getSrcPort()$
10:        $monPath \leftarrow topologySrv.getPath(device, monDevice)$
11:        $outPortToMonDev \leftarrow monPath.getSrcPort()$
12:        installRewriteRule($device, outPortToDstDev, outPortToMonDev, policy$)
13:     else if $device \equiv monDevice$ then
14:         $outPortToMonHost \leftarrow monHost.getInPort()$
15:         installRecoveryRule($device, outPortToMonHost, policy$)
16:     end if
17: end for
IV. Implementation

Our vTAP implementation can be divided into control plane and data plane. As we mentioned in Section I, II, vTAP is needed especially in (datacenter) networks where server virtualization technique is used to deploy multiple VMs in a single server. A cloud service or an NFV-based system (Fig. 1.1) is realized by communication among VMs that operate subcomponents (e.g., application, VNF) across a single server or multiple servers.

So, we emulated a small datacenter network to show feasibility of our vTAP application that takes a target vTAP policy (Fig. 3.4) as an input from a network administrator, and inserts desired packet processing rules (Fig. 3.2) into the emulated switches as an output. We used Mininet 2.3.0 [21] to emulate a leaf-spine network with 4 spine switches (OVS), and 8 leaf switches connected with 2 hosts on each (Fig. 4.1). To simplify the network, we assumed the each of leaf switches as a Top-of-Rack (ToR) switch, and a MAC address of each host is directly mapped to an unique IP address of each host so that a vTAP policy identifies target hosts only by their MAC addresses.

We additionally implemented visualization UI for flow statistics in our vTAP so as to allow network administrators to easily identify in-flight traffic flows and provide their flow 5-tuple and throughput at each switch on their routing path (Fig. 4.3, 4.4). Administrators can find interested target flows such as suspicious or congestion traffic to apply vTAP policy on them, then can analyze the flows in
Figure 4.1: Topology view of the emulated network

In the given emulated network, we tested overall operation of the system by taking several vTAP policies as inputs of the vTAP application. ONOS 1.10 was used as the base SDN controller where the vTAP application depends on and runs, and the Mininet emulator used Open vSwitch 2.7.0 as the base OpenFlow (software) switch rather than the default reference OpenFlow switch. Those OVS instances communicate with the ONOS controller via OpenFlow 1.3. We here describe two representative vTAP policies specified in Fig 4.2. The vTAP policy with ID 1 applies all TCP packets with source MAC address of 00:00:00:00:00:01, destination MAC address of 00:00:00:00:00:02 and TCP source port number of 80 (HTTP). The vTAP policy definition is transformed into two OpenFlow Flow-mod messages; one allows the edge switch of the sender host to forward the target packets normally and copy them with change of the destination MAC address as 00:00:00:00:10 to forward them to the monitor host (rewriting); the other
allows the edge switch of the monitor host to forward the mirrored packets to the host with change of the destination MAC address as 00:00:00:00:00:02 (recovery). Likewise, The vTAP policy with ID 2 applies all ICMP packets with source MAC address of 00:00:00:00:00:03, by inserting a flow rule in the sender edge switch (rewriting) and a flow rule in the monitor edge switch (recovery).

![UI for management of vTAP policies](image1.png)

**Figure 4.2:** UI for management of vTAP policies

![Default UI for collected flow statistics](image2.png)

**Figure 4.3:** Default UI for collected flow statistics
Figure 4.4: Visualization UI for collected flow statistics
V. Evaluation

Data plane implementation for performance evaluation of our vTAP was deployed in the following two testbeds: one pair of (Sender, Receiver and Monitor VM) (Fig. 5.1) and two pairs of (Sender and Receiver VM) and a single Monitor VM (Fig. 5.2). We used two bare metal servers with the same hardware specification (2.67 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 6 cores x two NUMA nodes and 24GB RAM), and installed Open vSwitch 2.7.2 and DPDK 16.11 to operate a single DPDK-enabled OVS (OVS-DPDK) bridge as a virtual switch on each Linux CentOS 7.3 server. Each OVS-DPDK instance connects each of VMs through a DPDK-backed vhost-user type virtual interface (vNIC), and communicates with an ONOS 1.10 SDN controller running in a separated server through OpenFlow 1.3. Each VM has one vCPU thread pinned to a dedicated core and 1024MB memory backed by host server’s 2MB unit hugepages. In each testbed, we used the kernel-based packet generation tool, pktgen [22], to generate various size of IPv4 packets in a Sender VM to send them to the paired Receiver VM, while the virtual switch copies the packets and forwards the duplicates to the Monitor VM.

Now, we present network performance evaluation results on each of the following test scenarios to show feasibility of our vTAP based on OVS-DPDK and OpenFlow Group Table, compared to the naive way to realize vTAP using only OVS and its port mirroring feature.
Figure 5.1: Testbed 1: one pair of (Sender, Receiver, Monitor)

Figure 5.2: Testbed 2: two pairs of (Sender, Receiver) and a single Monitor
5.1 Port Mirroring vs. OpenFlow Group Table in normal OVS

OVS provides a port mirroring function to users through Open vSwitch Database (OVSDB) protocol [23]. To apply a port mirroring rule, a user has to input related commands over OVS’s CLI, and the mirroring rule can be more detailed by specifying source port, destination port and output port for the copies. This type of configuration requires careful creation of batch files to apply a number of mirroring rules over OVS instances with avoiding configuration conflicts. It also lacks of granularity to realize flow-selective TAP policies (e.g, only interested in HTTP flows). However, the OpenFlow Group Table approach used in our vTAP can solve those problems as described in Section III. Apart from those considerations, we measured network performance of two approaches to realize TAP functionality in terms of throughput and pps (packet per second) in the testbed shown in Fig. 5.1. The figures in the table and graphs are average values with round-up of the first decimal place from 10 trials of each.

The measurements given in Table 5.1 and 5.2 show that about 6% decrease in both Receiver pps and throughput and Monitor pps and throughput in the case of Group Table, compared to port mirroring shown in Fig. 5.3.

5.2 Port Mirroring vs. OpenFlow Group Table in OVS-DPDK

To measure how much performance gain in the use of OVS-DPDK, and check whether it affects the performance of both port mirroring and Group Table
Table 5.1: vTAP performance measurement (port mirroring, normal OVS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th></th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>125,413</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>125,692</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>125,302</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>126,002</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>128,196</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>128,483</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>129,237</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>129,512</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>129,799</td>
<td>1,063</td>
<td>130,029</td>
<td>1,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>131,518</td>
<td>1,346</td>
<td>131,677</td>
<td>1,334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>128,250</td>
<td>1,557</td>
<td>128,509</td>
<td>1,546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: vTAP performance measurement (Group Table, normal OVS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th></th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>119,962</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>120,468</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>119,778</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>120,086</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>120,927</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>121,353</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>121,864</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>122,423</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>122,393</td>
<td>1,002</td>
<td>122,700</td>
<td>991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>122,708</td>
<td>1,256</td>
<td>122,830</td>
<td>1,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>120,632</td>
<td>1,464</td>
<td>121,240</td>
<td>1,455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.3: vTAP throughput comparison of Port mirroring and Group Table in Receiver and Monitor approaches, we repeated the same tests above except replacing OVS with OVS-DPDK. Additionally, we pinned all the vCPU threads and the only one PMD thread to cores in the same NUMA node to maximize locality of memory references, and allocated 1024MB of hugepages for the OVS-DPDK configurations.

The measurements given in Table 5.3 and 5.4 show that about 2% increase in Receiver pps and throughput and about 0.5% increase in Monitor pps and throughput in the case of Group Table, compared to port mirroring. We concluded that no meaningful performance differences are observed between port mirroring approach and Group Table approach in the case of OVS-DPDK. However, the performance of OVS-DPDK for the vTAP functionality was observed, showing a significant improvement (Fig. 5.4). The gap spans from about 8 times
### Table 5.3: vTAP performance measurement (port mirroring, OVS-DPDK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,787,450</td>
<td>1,427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2,620,189</td>
<td>2,683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2,731,848</td>
<td>5,594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>2,346,705</td>
<td>9,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>1,250,409</td>
<td>10,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>1,078,537</td>
<td>11,044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>968,994</td>
<td>11,767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5.4: vTAP performance measurement (Group Table, OVS-DPDK)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,904,785</td>
<td>1,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2,685,778</td>
<td>2,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2,779,845</td>
<td>5,693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>2,370,807</td>
<td>9,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>1,255,015</td>
<td>10,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>1,087,108</td>
<td>11,131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>977,926</td>
<td>11,875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.4: vTAP throughput comparison of OVS and OVS-DPDK in Monitor for 1518-bytes packets to about 25 times for 64-bytes packets, compared to those of OVS. vTAP on small size packets in the packet processing pipeline of OVS involves much more CPU interventions resulting in packet drops and performance degradation than large size packets. However, vTAP based on OVS-DPDK with the PMD-based packet processing pipeline that allows packets to bypass the Linux kernel networking stack to avoid CPU interrupts, and the use of dedicated memory pool to realize zero-copy of packets largely improves its performance.

5.3 Effect of PMD threads in OVS-DPDK

In this measurement, we tried to discover the effect of the number of PMD threads on the vTAP functionality. We spawned an additional pair of Sender and
Receiver VMs, and measured vTAP performance gap between the case of using only one PMD thread and using two PMD threads. In the case of single PMD, we pinned each of 5 vCPUs and the single PMD thread to a core located in the same NUMA node as shown in Fig. 5.2. Due to the limited number of 6 cores in one NUMA node, we placed one PMD thread, one pair of Server-Receiver VMs, and Monitor VM in the NUMA 0, and the remaining PMD thread and one pair of Server-Receiver VMs are deployed in the NUMA 1 for the two PMD threads scenario.

The measurements given in Table 5.5 and 5.6 show that about 84% increase in Receiver 1 throughput, 87% increase in Receiver 2 throughput, and 35% increase in Monitor throughput as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The result also shows that Monitor could not guarantee its throughput as the sum of the two Receivers’ throughput in both cases. This is because the single vCPU of Monitor is not enough to handle the whole packets mirrored from the two concurrent traffic flows, resulting in many packet drops at the vNIC of Monitor. The number of packet drops is larger especially in small size packets because they necessarily involve more interruptions to the vCPU of Monitor. This could be mitigated by allocating more vCPUs to the Monitor VM. Increasing the number of PMD thread is not a solution to guarantee the effective throughput at Monitor. We consider it as future work to find relations between the number of vCPUs of Monitor and acceptable maximum traffic volume without any packet drops at Monitor.

In this evaluation, we can conclude that as the number of Sender-Receiver
pairs is added or overall traffic volumes are increased, vTAP performance can be improved at the cost of using idle CPU cores for additional PMD threads and vCPUs.

Table 5.5: vTAP performance measurement (Group Table, OVS-DPDK, one PMD thread)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver 1</th>
<th>Receiver 2</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
<td>PPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1,428,289</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>1,303,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>1,240,971</td>
<td>1,270</td>
<td>1,219,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>1,355,872</td>
<td>2,776</td>
<td>1,273,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>1,179,136</td>
<td>4,829</td>
<td>1,075,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>564,215</td>
<td>4,622</td>
<td>551,638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>489,371</td>
<td>5,011</td>
<td>481,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>457,422</td>
<td>5,554</td>
<td>444,207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: vTAP performance measurement (Group Table, OVS-DPDK, two PMD threads)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (bytes)</th>
<th>Receiver 1</th>
<th>Receiver 2</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>Throughput (Mbps)</td>
<td>PPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,824,075</td>
<td>1,445</td>
<td>2,718,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2,654,693</td>
<td>2,718</td>
<td>2,552,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>2,717,280</td>
<td>5,564</td>
<td>2,637,447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>2,348,520</td>
<td>9,619</td>
<td>2,294,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>1,060,279</td>
<td>8,685</td>
<td>1,030,101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>857,901</td>
<td>8,784</td>
<td>841,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,518</td>
<td>722,424</td>
<td>8,773</td>
<td>714,475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.5: vTAP throughput comparison of the use of a single PMD and two PMDs in OVS-DPDK
VI. Conclusion

In this thesis, we have presented the design and implementation of vTAP mainly based on OVS-DPDK and OpenFlow. The data plane implementation of our vTAP includes the use of OVS-DPDK as virtual switches, and the provision of flow rules with Group Table based packet copy and forwarding actions to realize desired TAP policies. The control plane of vTAP implements an SDN (ONOS) controller application that provides a GUI to allow users to define TAP policies with the identifier specifications of source, destination and monitor entities, and optional specifications of various match fields to filter out interested traffic flows. A TAP definition is transformed into related OpenFlow flow rules in some of edge switches that are mainly virtual switches in a server virtualization environment such as datacenter.

The comparison of OVS port mirroring and OpenFlow Group Table as packet copy methods provides no meaningful performance differences. So, we chose to use the Group Table approach to our vTAP implementation due to its flexibility and expandability for TAP policy management.

Another comparison of OVS and OVS-DPDK to perform the actual packet processing (copy and forwarding) needed in vTAP provides significant performance gap between the two types of virtual switches. We observed that the use of OVS-DPDK offers 8 to 25 times throughput increase according to size of packet generated. So, we can conclude that, by allocating additional CPU cores
to DPDK PMD threads, our vTAP can be used for high performance packet mon-
itoring in a datacenter where East-West traffic among VMs is prevalent. However,
limited CPU resources of a host server may have to be used for a VM itself to
support running applications/VNFs or avoid excessive packet drops. We plan to
find a function of the required number of vCPUs according to increase of traffic
volume along with the number of DPDK PMD threads (Section 5.3).

For another future work, we consider the deployment of our vTAP to pop-
ular and practical cloud environments such as OpenStack. This may require to
change the main component of OpenStack networking from Neutron to ONOS,
and replace default OVS instances with OVS-DPDK in each compute node. Our
vTAP supports flow level TAP polices, while other solutions support switch port
level TAP policies. We may also support the additional type of TAP policy so
that users can satisfy various traffic monitoring needs such as DPI, IDS and IPS
using the accelerated data plane and flexible policy management of our vTAP.
요 약 문

최근, 늘어나는 네트워크 트래픽과 보다 높은 서비스 품질에 대한 요구사항과 함께 클라우드 서비스가 활발히 사용됨에 따라, 데이터센터에서의 효과적인 자원 사용을 가능케 하는 서버(호스트) 가상화 기술이 큰 주목을 받고 있다. vTAP (Virtual Test Access Port)은 이러한 서버상에서 가상 스위치를 통해 구축되는 가상 네트워크 링크에 기존의 하드웨어 TAP 장비를 설치할 수 없는 문제점을 극복하고, 가상머신들 간 트래픽을 패킷 수준에서 모니터링할 수 있게 한다. vTAP 기능은 가상 스위치를 통해 구현할 수 있는데, 가장 기본적인 포트 미러링(Port Mirroring) 방식의 패킷 복제는 가상 스위치의 성능을 상당히 저하시키며 개별적인 수동 설정이 필요하기 때문에 대규모 데이터센터 네트워크에는 적절하지 않다.

본 논문에서는 대표적인 가상 스위치인 Open vSwitch와 고속 패킷 프로세싱 기술인 DPDK (Data Plane Development Kit)를 기반으로 vTAP 기능을 구현하고, SDN (Software-Defined Networking) 컨트롤러에서 네트워크 관리자가 설정한 TAP 정책이 vTAP 기능과 연동되어 실현되도록 OpenFlow 프로토콜을 사용한다. 이를 통해 관리자는 중앙 집중화된 컨트롤러에서 전체적인 네트워크 뷰(View)를 가지고 TAP 정책을 유연하게 설정 및 관리할 수 있으며, DPDK에 유형 서버 자원을 활용하여 기존 구현 기술 대비 초당 10배 이상의 속도로 복제 패킷을 수집할 수 있다. 실험을 통해 대용량 트래픽이 발생하는 환경에서 고속 패킷 모니터링의 가능성을 보였으며, 후속 연구를 통해 수집된 패킷 정보를 바탕으로 네트워크 분석, 보안, 관리 등의 응용 기술을 위한 기반 기술로 활용될 수 있음을 보이고자 한다.
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